6 Day Alps to Ocean Cycle Tour
Daily trip notes
A 6 Day – 5 Night cycle experiencing Aoraki Mount Cook, the sweeping tussock lands of the Mackenzie Basin, and
beautiful canal rides from Tekapo to Lake Pukaki and onwards to Lake Ohau.

Trip highlights










Cycle the spectacular trails of the Alps to Ocean from
Tekapo.
Take in the stunning views of Lakes Pukaki, Ohau,
Benmore and Aviemore
Soak in the hot pools at Lake Tekapo (optional)
Hike beneath Mt Cook in the World Heritage National
Park
Cycle through the golden tussock lands of the Mackenzie
Country
Enjoy a delicious platter lunch at Lake Ohau Lodge
Spend a night at the historic Burnside Homestead and elegant Waitaki Braids Lodge
Discover the ancient Elephant Rock formations
Explore the charming Victorian Precinct in Oamaru

This tour is a combined tour with Natural High and Adventure South.
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The trip
Explore some of the most scenic landscapes in New Zealand’s South Island by bike on our fully supported Alps to Ocean Cycle
tour. Encounter the majesty of New Zealand’s highest peak, Aoraki, Mt Cook, the sweeping tussocklands of the Mackenzie
Country, and the flowing rivers, vineyards and farmland of the Waitaki Valley as you cycle towards the historic and vibrant
coastal town of Oamaru on the Alps 2 Ocean Cycle Trail. With superb mountain scenery as your backdrop, you’ll be
enchanted by the picturesque canal rides from the alternate trail start at Lake Tekapo. We then follow the trail along the
dramatic turquoise Lake Pukaki through to the alpine retreat of Twizel. Our journey continues on ancient Maori trading and
food gathering routes, past the historic hydro-schemes and through one of NZ’s newest wine growing regions in the Waitaki
Valley. You’ll enjoy more than just cycling on this trip as we have the chance to soak in thermal hotpools, discover ancient
Maori rock art, dramatic limestone landscapes, and explore the small local communities along the trail.

Trip Grading – Introductory to moderate
The Alps to Ocean is graded introductory to moderate. You will need a reasonable level of fitness and we suggest
90 minutes of cycling three to five times a week for the three months leading up to your trip. Some of the trail is
on hard packed gravel, some is loose gravel which can be rough and uneven in places and there are plenty of hills.
We recommend practise cycling up hills and on gravel before your tour, it will make the experience more
enjoyable.
You will need to fly into Christchurch the day prior to the tour departure. Your guide will collect you from central Christchurch
on the first morning of the tour. At the end of the trip if you wish to fly home this evening please ensure your flight departs
Christchurch domestic airport later than 7pm. We can drop you off at the airport on the way back into town. We don’t
recommend catching international flights on the same day as the tour finishes. For those staying in Christchurch on the final
evening your guide will drop you in central Christchurch at the end of the tour.
Day 1 – Christchurch to Tekapo
Early this morning you will be collected from a central Christchurch location around 08:00am and taken to our depot for a
bike fitting and tour briefing. We then drive south to Geraldine for a refreshment break before starting our first ride. We
cycle quiet sealed roads through picturesque countryside, before stopping for lunch in Fairlie. After lunch we drive to Lake
Tekapo Village. Its picturesque lake is the first of the storage lakes which feed the hydro schemes in the basin and down the
Waitaki Valley. Here we take our first ride from the alternate start on the Alps to Ocean Cycle Trail, on the quiet roads that
follow the turquoise blue waters of the canal system. On return to Tekapo we have the option to visit the local hot pools to
ease any first day muscle aches (own expense). The famous Church of the Good Shepherd and nearby statue standing as a
tribute to the sheepdogs that make farming the Mackenzie Basin possible are local icons .
Meals: L, D
Cycling distance – up to 35 km
Day 2 – Tekapo to Twizel
After breakfast this morning we drive to our next cycling point on the Alps to Ocean Cycle Trail alongside the Tekapo hydro
canal. We enjoy some flat easy riding past salmon farms to the edge of Lake Pukaki, joining the lakeside cycle trail and with
spectacular mountain vistas. From the road end, Mt Cook beckons so we load up and drive to The Hermitage where we have
the option to enjoy a visit to the Sir Edmund Hillary Alpine Centre (own expense) or the local DOC (Department of
Conservation) centre. Stunning views of the 26 km long Tasman Glacier and Mt Cook are our reward for a short walk, before
we drive back to Lake Pukaki for a final ride on the trail across the extensive tussock-lands of Pukaki flats to Twizel, where we
stay tonight. Twizel was built for the Hydro project in the 1970’s and in recent years has been rejuvenated as a holiday and
rowing destination, surrounded by rolling tussock hillsides.
Meals: B, L
Cycling distance – Tekapo to Pukaki 30 km. Pukaki to Twizel 11km
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Day 3 – Twizel to Omarama
This morning we cycle past Lakes Ruataniwha and Ohau, mostly on cycle trail, to Lake Ohau Lodge for lunch. After we’ve
refuelled our bodies, those who would like a challenge can continue on the trail, which starts its steady climb up to the
Tambrae Saddle. At 900m this is the highpoint of the whole Alps to Ocean Cycle Trail and your efforts are rewarded with
stunning views across the Mackenzie Basin. Alternatively for those who want a relaxing afternoon there is the option to
transfer by coach and enjoy a final, mostly downhill and flat ride on the trail into Omarama, our stop for the night. Omarama
is called “Place of Light” in Maori terminology, a reference to its extraordinarily pure and clear sky. This region is also famous
for gliding due to some unique air wave systems and feisty thermals. This evening enjoy an optional soak in a private hot tub
of fresh mountain water (own expense)
Meals: B, L, D
Cycling distance – Twizel to Lake Ohau 38 km. Ohau to Omarama 41km (Short option: Quailburn to Omarama 23km)
Day 4 – Omarama to Kurow
We set off on our bikes from our accommodation this morning, following the trail to Sailors Cutting, along the shores of Lake
Benmore. From here there is the option to climb to the Otematata saddle or to take the support van to the top and enjoy a
fabulous downhill cycle towards Aviemore Dam, where we will enjoy a lakeside picnic. From here we avoid the very busy
main road by driving a short distance to our accommodation in Kurow. The tiny village of Kurow can be explored by bike. An
interesting option is to ride from the bridge over the Waitaki River to the beautifully restored St. Albans Church, then to the
local Pasquale vineyards to taste award winning wines.
Meals: B, L, D
Cycling distance – 47 km (optional climb to Otematata saddle – 5km)
Day 5 – Kurow to Burnside
This morning the cycle trail takes us along the banks of the Waitaki River and through Kurow vineyards. We pass by a Maori
rock art site before reaching Duntroon where we turn inland to cycle on a mixture of trail and quiet rural roads. A walk
amongst the unusual rock formations known locally as Elephant Rocks is a must on the way past. Following a short section of
an old branch railway line we cycle through Raki’s tunnel before a downhill ride into the settlement of Windsor. We spend
our last evening together at the historic Victorian Burnside Homestead and have a delicious dinner to celebrate.
Meals: B,L,D
Cycling distance – Kurow to Duntroon 28km. Duntroon to Burnside Homestead 35km
Day 6 – Windsor to Christchurch, via Oamaru
Today we are bound for Christchurch but not before we finish our Alps to Ocean journey with a final ride. Cycling from our
accommodation we ride through picturesque rolling rural countryside and pass the Oamaru Stone quarry. Oamaru Stone has
been extracted from the district since the 19th Century and its influence on local architecture is clearly seen as we ride our
final section into the harbourside town of Oamaru. Here there is time to explore the old Victorian Precinct with its many
galleries, shops and cafes. There may also be time for an optional visit to the fascinating Steampunk Museum (own expense).
After a late lunch we will travel back to Christchurch, passing through some of the rich agricultural regions of the Canterbury
Plains, arriving at our destination around 6:00pm
Meals: B
Cycling distance – Burnside to Oamaru 25kms
KEY - B = Breakfast, L = Lunch, D = Dinner

Important Note
These trip notes represent the most current information for this itinerary. The itinerary should be seen as a guide only. This
itinerary may change at any time due to inclement weather, forces of nature and other circumstances beyond our control.
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Information
Included in trip cost








5 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 4 dinners
5 nights hotel/motel ensuite accommodation on twin share basis
Professional qualified driver/guide
2 professional guides/drivers on trips with 8 or more people
Private vehicle transport
Water and snacks while cycling
Concession fees paid to the Department of Conservation

Not included












International or domestic flights and taxes
Arrival and departure transfers
Meals not mentioned in the itinerary
All beverages, other than breakfast
Bike hire (including helmet)
Water bottle (help us save the environment and bring your own bike drink bottle)
Optional activities (e.g. Tekapo hot pools, Omarama hot tubs, Steampunk Gallery)
Personal expenses (e.g. phone calls, internet, laundry, shopping etc)
Travel insurance
Visa (if required)
Tips

Pre & Post trip accommodation
If you would like some help booking pre/post tour accommodation speak to our staff as they can help with different
suggestions

Accommodation
The accommodation for this trip has been carefully selected to provide comfort and value in the best locations possible. The
accommodation is on a twin share or double room basis with private facilities. If you wish to reserve a room to yourself a
single supplement is available at extra cost. Please note: although every endeavour is made to stay at the accommodation
detailed in the itinerary, occasionally, due to seasonal shortages, we need to use other accommodation of a similar standard.

Dietary requirements
Provided we are advised in advance of your departure we are able to cater for vegetarian diets and can assist with medically
recommended diets (allergies and intolerances). Please ensure you discuss your requirements with us well in advance (at
least 1 month prior to your trip) to determine whether we can cater to such dietary requirements on your chosen adventure.
Please note that options are likely to be limited in very remote locations or alternatives may be more expensive or
unavailable. There may be times when those with special requirements may need to provide their own food. We are unable
to guarantee a peanut-free or allergen-free trip, and therefore, we strongly encourage that travellers with life-threatening or
severe allergies take all necessary medical precautions to prepare for the possibility of exposure. Passengers must travel with
all necessary medications for food allergies and be capable of self-administering these medications
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Your tour group
Your group will include riders from a broad spectrum of age and experience. We generally have a mix of men and women.
We also have clients from a diverse range of countries. Some participants are seasoned cycle tourists, while many are firsttimers. Whatever the mix at the start of a tour, new friends and great stories are the end result. If you’re a bit worried
whether the pace will be a too fast or too slow, don’t be, our bike tours are designed so that there are opportunities to
extend yourself if you wish and if you want to enjoy a more relaxed ride, don’t worry, our support van is never very far away.

Equipment
Bicycles
MOUNTAIN BIKE (Additional Charge) Our fleet of Avanti Discovery hybrid mountain bikes combines the best characteristics of
a hybrid bike and a mountain bike to give you a great ride and comfort on gravel cycle trails. This bike has a more upright
riding style meaning you can still take in the amazing scenery you’ll encounter along the way. These bikes have 29” wheels,
suspension forks and suspension seat posts to iron out the bumps and hydraulic disc brakes give responsive braking. They are
also available in a low rise, also known as a step though bike frame, please specify on your booking form.
ELECTRIC BIKE (Additional Charge) Our Avanti Discovery low step e-Bike is perfect for cyclists that may require a little
assistance on their travels. Pedalling our e-Bikes is easier on knees and joints than riding a traditional bike. They provide up to
80kms of pedal assistance before requiring recharging. Very simple to operate and they provide people with varying levels of
cycling experience, health and fitness levels the opportunity to enjoy our cycling holidays. For bicycle specifications please
contact us for more details.
ACCESSORIES Bikes can be fitted with flat pedals, toes clips or MTB SPD pedals. A bicycle helmet will be included with your
bike rental, along with a 15L saddle bag for personal items you might need in the day.

What you carry
The tour is fully supported so you won’t have to carry anything. If hiring one of our bikes it will have a rear saddle bag with
enough space to put an extra layer, your camera, wallet, phone etc. We recommend you pack your luggage in a soft sports
bag for easy stowing in the trailer/ vehicle. We urge you to keep your luggage to a minimum. If you have extra luggage you
do not require for your holiday we can arrange to store it until the end of the trip

Clothing list for cycling tours
The weather in New Zealand is often changeable, and depending on the nature of the trip involved, you will need to have
suitable clothing for a wide range of conditions. We have tried to think of everything that you may need but you might have
your own additions. If you are unsure of any of the listed items please don’t hesitate to get in contact with us and we will
help you out. Remember this is just a recommend list – common sense should always prevail, number one hint from previous
clients – don’t over pack!
Laundry facilities are readily available on many nights – the maximum that you will go without being able to wash your
clothes is four nights, on most tours it is less than this.
Cycling Clothing:
• Cycle shorts – padded ones are best for comfort
• Cycle jerseys – bright colours are best
• Reflective or highly visible vest or jacket – a fluro vest is now compulsory on all our road cycling tours (if you do not have
one, one will be provided for the tour)
• Thermal layers – quick drying or merino thermal base layers
• Waterproof rainwear – top essential, pants optional
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• Cycle shoes and pedals – shoes suitable for cycling, sports shoes/trainers are adequate. If you have specific cycling shoes,
you might like to bring your own pedals to ensure they fit
• Cycling gloves – bring short and long fingered gloves for warm and cold conditions
• Cycling socks and undergarments
• Sweat band/buff/handkerchief, leg and arm warmers are also optional
• Beanie/warm hat to wear under your helmet on those cold days
• Camelbak hydration system or water bottle
• Sunglasses
If hiring a bike it will be fitted with:
• One water bottle cage; two water bottle cages can fit on the large frame bikes
• Simple bike computer
• Pedals – either standard flat, toe clips or MTB SPD’s (clip-ins), we can also fit your pedals if you choose to bring your own.
Please note we do not have ‘Look’ pedals
• Saddle Bag – our hybrid bikes are fitted with a 15L rear bag, big enough for your extra clothing, a jacket, sunscreen, camera
etc
• Bike seat – we have a range of seat styles available but nothing beats riding with your own seat. You are welcome to bring it
along and we can fit it to your bike. Just bring the seat, not the stem
• Helmet – we have a range of sizes available, but you might prefer to bring your own
Your guide will have:
• Bike tool kit, including chain oil
• First aid kit
• Spare inner tubes and track bike pump
• Helmets – we have a range of sizes available, but you might prefer to bring your own
• Bike locks
Optional cycling equipment:
• Your bike. We use great bikes on tour, but you may prefer to bring your own. Please note if bringing your own bike into
New Zealand from overseas it will be checked by Biosecurity officers at customs, so make sure it is clean and free of any mud
before you box it up
• Helmet – we have a range of sizes available, but you may prefer to bring your own
• Repair gear (including spare tube) if you are bringing your own bike. Your guide will be carrying tools, but it is not
guaranteed there will be the correct tubes or parts for your specific bike
• GPS or extra navigational systems
• Power bars & energy drinks – our guides will feed you snacks and fruit while cycling but you might like to bring your own
energy specific products. If you do not usually use these items, there are plenty of snacks available. It's not worth taking up
the space in your luggage
Personal clothing:
• Casual evening wear – dinners are a casual event
• Casual day wear, t-shirts and shorts, longs etc
• Lightweight woollen jumper or fleece
• Warm jacket – layering up is the best option
• Sports or casual shoes and sandals – you may be doing some short walks, so bring some shoes that are comfortable
• Swimsuit and towel (optional) – each accommodation provider will supply towels but it can be handy to have a small one
with you during the day for drying yourself from rain – if it rains …
• Undergarments, socks and sleep wear
Personal supplies:
• If travelling from overseas: Passport and photo copy of passport and emergency contact list, kept separately from originals,
flight details and insurance details
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• Day pack for on the bus – can also double as an overnight bag for some trips (Milford Wanderer or farm stays etc)
• Personal toiletry gear
• Travel hair dryer (optional) not all accommodation providers will have them
• Sun cream – on a sunny day the burn rate is 7min, its best to be prepared
• Personal first aid kit and prescriptions
• Insect repellent – not necessary for all tours, but we can tell you when you might need it
• If you wear glasses or use contact lenses it can be handy to have an extra set
• Mobile phone and charger
• Camera and charger/extra batteries and spare memory card
• Reading material
• Electrical adapter for any appliances that you may be bringing (e.g. camera battery charger). Note: Australia and New
Zealand have the same type of electrical plug
• Plastic Ziploc bags/Dry bags – very useful for storing wet clothing
New Zealand lacks the temperature extremes that you can find in most continental climates. However, the weather can
change unexpectedly as cold fronts and warm highs quickly blow in. Because of this, you should be prepared for sudden
changes in weather and temperature. This basically means having a good waterproof jacket and several layers of warm
clothing. A fleece and/or jumper and good thermals are a must.

Safety
All adventures, no matter how modest, involve an element of risk. However throughout the holiday, safety is always a most
important consideration. Only reputable, experienced and safety conscious operators are used for the specialist adventure
activities, and your widely experienced guides undertakes all the activities with the group. This means there is always a high
level of skilled support.
To get the most out of your adventure it is important that you are mentally flexible, positive and eager to take on all the
challenges that arise. If you are uncertain about your suitability for this trip we recommend that you speak with your
consultant or travel agent.

Health and fitness
This is an active holiday so you need to be fit and in good health. If you are taking medication please let your guide know.
Fitness is difficult to define. However as a general rule you should be able to comfortably cycle for up to 3-4 hours a day, on
some uneven ground and with some uphill. If you don’t do a lot of physical activity we would recommend you set yourself a
program starting with short cycles of say half an hour a day and gradually building up to 3-4 longer cycles each week,
including some uphill. The secret is to start slowly, and increase your exercise gradually. The fitter you are the more
enjoyable your trip will be. The cycleways are hard packed gravel trails and are undulating with some hills, you will enjoy your
tour more if you have had prior experience of riding on rough surfaces.

Travel insurance
We strongly urge you take travel insurance to cover cancellation and curtailment, baggage loss or damage, medical expenses,
emergency travel, repatriation and personal accident.

Luggage
We recommend you pack your luggage in a soft sports bag for easy stowing in the trailer/vehicle. We urge you to keep your
luggage to a minimum. If you have extra luggage you do not require for your holiday we can easily arrange to have it stored
until the end of the trip. A day bag that can double as an overnight bag is a requirement on certain trips.
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Cycling
We believe that cycling is one of the best ways to see a country. Our cycling trips have been well researched to take you on
the best route which usually means a combination of dedicated cycle trails, and quiet secondary roads, both sealed and
unsealed. Our cycleway tours travel through historic and scenic countryside. With easy gradient cycling, the occasional hill, a
mix of character lodgings and motels, these tours are suitable for all level of cyclists. All of this so that you can enjoy the
incredible scenery and landscapes, view the well known sights and along the way eat delicious food, stay at unique
accommodation and meet the locals.
We have two different styles of bikes available for hire, or you are welcome to bring your own bike. The Avanti Discovery
hybrid mountain bike allows a relaxed upright riding style and has 27-speed Shimano gears, 29” wheels, front suspension,
hydraulic disc brakes and comfortable saddles. These bikes are available in a low rise, also known as a step though bike
frame.
We are pleased to offer a new fleet of Avanti Discovery e-Bikes providing people who might need a little pedalling assisitance
the opportunity to enjoy our cycling holidays. e-Bikes are simple to operate, and more gentle on the knees and joints than
using a traditional bike. Please note that you still need to pedal and an e-Bike is a much heavier bike overall than a regular
bike, if needing to push it. Most e-Bikes provide up to 80kms of pedal assistance before requiring a recharge.
Please see our website for the cost of bike hire, all our rental bikes can be fitted with flat pedals, toe clips or MTB SPD pedals.
We can also fit your own pedals and seat if you have a favourite. Bike helmets will be supplied with your rental bike, along
with a 15L saddle bag for any personal items you might need in the day.
All equipment and luggage will be carried by the support vehicle. These cycling journeys are not designed to be a marathon
event and no one needs to feel under pressure to ride, everyone is able to ride at their own pace. If at any point you do not
wish to ride, the vehicle is always available for you and your bike.
Remember that cycling involves some physical exertion and some pre trip preparation will help towards making your cycle
tour a more enjoyable experience. Cycling, of course, is an active pursuit and to maximise your own personal protection in
case of a tumble or fall, the wearing of a bicycle helmet is compulsory at all times whilst cycling. We also highly recommend
wearing bright, fluoro cycle clothing to increase your visibility on the road.

New Zealand
Stretching North to South for over 2000 km, and split into two main islands - the North and the South Islands - New Zealand
is a country of diverse landforms. From the Pacific Island beaches and rolling farmlands in the north, to the volcanic plateau
and then onto the soaring mountains within view of the sea in the south, and the sub-Antarctic islands that dot the South
Island coastline, the contrasts are many.
The South Island is the 12th largest island in the world. The west coast is dominated by the Southern Alps, which contain
more mountains than the European Alps altogether, and home to New Zealand’s highest peak, Aoraki Mount Cook (3754m /
12,316 ft). The Main Divide, the chain of peaks that forms the backbone of the Alps from Arthur’s Pass to Fiordland, splits the
South Island into east and west. Several ice ages, and the fact that two continental plates are sliding past each other forming
the Southern Alps, means that the scenery is as rugged as the New Zealand fauna and flora is unique. The largest city in the
South Island is Christchurch.
The North Island is the smaller of the two main islands of New Zealand. Its northern location means it enjoys a warmer, more
temperate climate than much of the South Island, and is much more vastly populated. The centre of the island is primarily a
volcanic landscape with vast forests, volcanic peaks, and picturesque lakes. The eastern side of the island is covered with
vineyards. Auckland, also known as the ‘City of Sails’, is the largest city of New Zealand and found on the North Island. With a
population of 4.0 million people, the wilderness areas of New Zealand are many as most ‘Kiwis’ now live in an urban situation
near the coast.
The Maori are the indigenous people of the land and they named it Aotearoa ‘Land of the Long White Cloud’ upon their
arrival 1000 years ago. Europeans settled in the early 1800s and the country is alive today with a market driven economy and
a blend of European and Asia/Pacific influences to create a buoyant South Pacific culture.
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Weather
As a general rule, November to April are the most ideal months for travelling in New Zealand’s stunning outdoors. One of the
most important things travellers need to know about the New Zealand climate is that it’s a maritime climate, as opposed to
the continental climate typical of larger landmasses. Thanks to its position in the path of the ‘Roaring 40s’ and mountainous
terrain, New Zealand’s weather can frequently change with amazing rapidity. Because the weather can change so
unexpectedly you should be prepared for sudden changes in temperature and weather conditions. This basically means
having a good waterproof jacket and some warm clothing. You don’t need to bring your winter wardrobe but a good
fleece/jumper and good thermals are a must.
The temperature during the South Island summers range from 10-30 ºC, with a pleasant 40- 50% humidity. Higher altitudes
are always considerably cooler and snowfall is not uncommon even in summer. The Southern Alps act as a barrier to the
moisture laden winds coming west across the Tasman Sea, creating a wet climate on the west side of the mountains and a
drier climate on the east side. The geography also creates a wind pattern, which can in summer be very hot, dry and fierce.
Maximum temperatures we may encounter range up to 30°C. Minimum temperatures expected in the Southern Alps in
Summer time are around -5°C. Weather is an integral facet of any mountain range and getting to understand and work with
this major environmental factor is what will make you more prepared for your tour – any questions about what to expect on
your tour talk to one of our sales team.
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